The eye lens is avascular, deriving nutrients from the aqueous and vitreous humours. It is, however, unclear which mechanisms mediate the transfer of solutes between these humours and the lens' fibre cells (FCs). In this review, we integrate the published data with the previously unpublished ultrastructural, dye loading and magnetic resonance imaging results. The picture emerging is that solute transfer between the humours and the fibre mass is determined by four processes: (i) paracellular transport of ions, water and small molecules along the intercellular spaces between epithelial and FCs, driven by Na þ -leak conductance; (ii) membrane transport of such solutes from the intercellular spaces into the fibre cytoplasm by specific carriers and transporters; (iii) gap-junctional coupling mediating solute flux between superficial and deeper fibres, Na þ /K þ -ATPase-driven efflux of waste products in the equator, and electrical coupling of fibres; and (iv) transcellular transfer via caveoli and coated vesicles for the uptake of macromolecules and cholesterol. There is evidence that the Na þ -driven influx of solutes occurs via paracellular and membrane transport and the Na þ /K þ -ATPase-driven efflux of waste products via gap junctions. This micro-circulation is likely restricted to the superficial cortex and nearly absent beyond the zone of organelle loss, forming a solute exchange barrier in the lens.
INTRODUCTION
Unlike the majority of tissues, the post-natal lens has no direct blood supply. Instead, it obtains its nutrients mainly from the aqueous humour, which bathes the anterior face of the lens. Oxygen is derived from the iris' and retina's vasculature and across the cornea by diffusion through the aqueous and vitreous humours, respectively [1] . The aqueous humour is secreted by the ciliary body and contains all the ingredients needed to sustain the lens. It flows from the equatorial region of the lens and through the narrow space between the anterior lens surface and the iris, before moving through the pupil into the anterior chamber and finally leaving the eye through the trabecular meshwork at the periphery of the anterior chamber. This allows the lens to take up anabolites, such as glucose and amino acids, from the aqueous humour and to discharge catabolites, most notably lactate, into it. The flow of the aqueous humour towards the posterior lens pole will be limited as the anterior hyaloid of the vitreous is closely attached to the posterior surface of the lens leaving only the small space of Berger for solute transfer.
The equatorial and anterior lens epithelium forms a barrier between the aqueous humour and the lens fibre cells (FCs), which constitute the bulk of the lens. The well-established correlation between impaired lens epithelial function and the development of cataracts suggests that this cellular barrier has an important regulatory role in solute and water influx and outflux in the lens FC [2 -11] . The prevailing theory for the supply of the lens FCs is that the lens epithelium actively takes up ions and anabolic molecules, which subsequently diffuse across the epithelial -fibre cell interface (EFI) into the outermost FCs and into their neighbours via an extensive network of gap junctions (GJs), which interconnects lens FCs [12 -14] . The tight metabolic coupling of lens epithelial and FCs has, however, been challenged and therefore whether GJ and transcellular transports are the main mechanisms of solute transfer is now under discussion. We have re-evaluated the relevant literature in an attempt to assess the contributions of different routes for solutes to be exchanged between the aqueous humour and the lens FCs across the lens epithelium. This re-evaluation suggests that the lens has developed multiple transport mechanisms to compensate for the lack of a direct blood supply: (i) GJ-based transport, (ii) paracellular transport, (iii) FC membrane-based transport, and (iv) transcellular transport.
GAP-JUNCTIONAL TRANSPORT
In the lens, solutes are actively taken up by the epithelium from the aqueous humour and are thought to diffuse across the EFI into and within the lens fibre mass via an extensive network of GJs, which interconnect the lens FCs [12 -14] . Furthermore, the high degree of electrical coupling between anterior lens epithelial cells (LECs) [15] , and between LECs and the underlying FCs [16] seemed to indicate a role for GJ-mediated transport across the EFI to FCs. Dye transfer was observed only in 10 per cent of LECs, but this was proposed to support the observed GJ-based transport across the EFI [17] .
GJs are essential for lens development and function. The targeted knockout of, or mutations in, any of the three lens connexins causes cataracts in mice (a1-connexin (Cx43) [18, 19] ; a3-connexin (Cx46) [20] ; a8-connexin (Cx50/MP70) [21 -27] ). Similarly, connexin mutations in humans cause cataract (a3-connexin [28 -31] ; a8-connexin [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] ). Recent studies in mice suggest that FCs of the lens cortex are also partially connected by a Lim2-mediated large molecule diffusion pathway (LMDP) and form a cytoplasmic syncytium. In contrast to the radially oriented GJ pathway, this pathway is predominantly circumferential (i.e. within a tissue stratum). It has been suggested that LMDP is mainly involved in the short-range diffusion of large molecules within a lens FC stratum and is of minor relevance for the transfer of ions, water and small molecules and thus outside the focus of this paper [39, 40] .
On account of this evidence, it was widely believed that all cells in the mammalian lens were well-coupled, both electrically and metabolically, via an extensive network of GJs and by membrane fusions mediated by LIM2. This coupling was thought to include the EFI, but recent data do not support this conclusion. GJ-coupling across the EFI was apparently confirmed by studies reporting the transfer of both small and soluble tracer molecules between LECs and underlying FCs [17, 41] . Also, morphologically identified GJs were found at the EFI [17,41 -44] . Other reports [45, 46] have, however, failed to detect significant dye-coupling between LECs and the underlying FCs or significant numbers of morphologically identifiable GJs at the EFI in the chicken lens.
In a preliminary confocal microscopy study on whole rat lenses, which were biochemically loaded with 6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate, the carboxyfluorescein signal was found to be restricted to the epithelium ( figure 1a -d ) , with the exception of the very early elongating FCs in the equatorial region (figure 1d ); no signal was observed in the underlying fibres (figure 1a-d; for details on the materials and methods used, see the electronic supplementary material). This observation of low but reproducible levels of apparent dye transfer between LECs and FCs near the rat lens equator is supported by data obtained for the annular pad in the equatorial region of the embryonic chicken lens [46] . While this signal might reflect residual esterase activity in early elongating cells, there is evidence for the presence of GJs at the EFI in this region. Extensive freeze-fracture EM analyses of large, contiguous areas of the anterior EFI of adult chicken lenses revealed very few GJs: less than one of 100 cells with a size of less than 0.1 mm 2 each [47] . Subsequent analyses of embryonic chicken [46] , adult primate and human [48, 49] , rat [50] , bovine [51] , frog (Rana pipiens) [50] and zebrafish lenses [52] (J. van Marle 2010, unpublished observations) confirmed the lack of GJs at the anterior EFI. These results explain the absence of dye transfer between LECs and FCs along the majority of the EFI. However, in the embryonic chicken lens [45] and in adult rat, primate and human lenses numerous GJs were detected in the equatorial region [48, 49, 53] (figures 2 and 3). This suggests that the reproducibly low levels of dye transfer in this region might be due to GJ coupling. The restriction of the dye signal to these equatorial LECs and FCs and its failure to spread to other FC neighbours indicate that there is limited GJ connectivity between these youngest FCs and that these connections are yet to mature. The absence of GJs along the vast majority of the EFI is a surprising phenomenon. It has to be noted, however, that the lens epithelium is functionally inverted when compared with other absorptive epithelia, such as the intestinal epithelium, with the LECs' apical membranes facing the lens vesicle's lumen during early lens development and the fibre mass at later stages. The LECs' basal membrane, by contrast, faces the lens capsule or basal lamina (figure 4a). Cell-to-cell junctions are restricted to specific membrane regions and in most epithelia GJs and tight junctions (TJs) are restricted to the apical lateral membranes. Re-assessment of scanning, ultrathin section and freeze fracture electron microscopy images provides a view of the differentiation of post-mitotic epithelial cells (ECs) supporting the conclusion that GJs are unlikely to occur at the EFI on account of the way lens fibres elongate. The transition from LECs to lens FCs, in addition to changes in gene expression, involves substantial morphological alterations.
As shown in figure 5b ,c, the basal (capsule-facing) plasma membranes of the sigmoid-shaped differentiating LECs extend in a posterior direction. The fibre-to-fibre membranes in the posterior region originate from the lateral plasma membranes of adjacent LECs and remain linked during the FC elongation process. This explains why they are studded with numerous GJs (figure 3). At their leading edges, they form structures reminiscent of neuronal growth cones and have a rich complement of organelles (figure 6b), including centrosomes [54] .
As shown in figure 5b,c and also in figure 2a ,b, the apical (fibre-facing) plasma membranes of the elongating FCs grow in an anterior direction and remain apposed to the apical surface of the LECs. The lateral membranes of adjacent growing FCs remain in contact and form new GJs while continuing to extend (figures 2b and 3b). They are, however, absent from the EFI where the apical membranes of the undifferentiated LECs and apical membranes of lens FCs contact each other (figure 7b,c). The GJs between the anterior lateral plasma membranes of the growing FCs are large and numerous (figure 3b), as observed by others [53] . This contrasts with the relatively few and small GJs observed between neighbouring undifferentiated LECs (figure 3a). It is an open question whether the switch in expression from Cx43, which is the predominant GJ protein in LECs, to Cx46 and Cx50, which are the only connexins expressed in FCs, occurs at this point during differentiation. The anterior growth cone-like structures (figure 6a) are rich in organelles. So it seems likely that the differentiation and elongation of LECs is by appositional growth, both anteriorly and posteriorly. This appositional growth is confirmed, at least for the anterior part of the lens, by the scanning electron microscopy images shown in figure 8 (see legend for details). There is a difference in texture between the plasma membrane interface of LECs and FCs compared with that which exists between neighbouring FCs (figure 8b,d ). This might represent a particular proteinaceous coating as previously suggested [55] , representing a remnant of the apical glycocalyx normal for an epithelial lining of lumens. This surface does express different carbohydrate antigens in support of this possibility [56] . Although GJs are dynamic connections between cells, which can be formed and broken down when required, the apposition of apical-to-apical membranes and the presence of a glycocalyx-like coating at the EFI makes GJ formation an unlikely event for the fibres and the anterior LECs.
The picture emerging from this re-evaluation of the early differentiation and elongation of fibres concurs with previous studies in mammals (see for instance [53, 57, 58] ). As also indicated by Zampighi et al. [53] in their 'simple folded epithelium model', the original polarity of the ECs of the embryonic lens vesicle is maintained throughout life (figure 4). The lateral membranes elongate by appositional growth at their basal (posterior) and apical (anterior) regions and GJs are largely confined to these membranes. This means that GJ solute exchange and electrical coupling remains fundamentally restricted to the fibres. In agreement with the model proposed by Zampighi et al. [53] , it can also be noted that the basal plasma membranes of the LECs and the basal extensions of the growing lens fibres cover the whole anterior, equatorial and posterior lens surface, and are therefore only separated from the aqueous and vitreous humours by the capsule. Moreover, the posterior and anterior sutures are formed by the convergence of the basal and apical plasma membranes of FCs from neighbouring lens sectors, respectively, which means that the suture lines are specific meeting points of membranes which most likely lack GJs and TJs [57] . This concurs with a recent suggestion [53, 59] that the sutures are in some way involved specifically in solute entry. 
10 mm 10 mm Figure 5 . Morphology of early differentiating lens FCs. As illustrated in the light microscope image shown in (a) taken from a mouse lens, the nuclei of the post-mitotic LECs change their shape from round to ellipsoid and apparently move first in a posterior (P) and subsequently in an anterior (A) direction as fibre differentiation proceeds. The low magnification TEM micrograph (b), taken from a young human lens, demonstrates (boxed in the right cartoon of figure 4) that the LECs in a very early phase of differentiation assume an asymmetric sigmoid-like shape with protruding edges at the interface with the capsule (arrows) and at the interface with the preceding elongating FCs (arrowheads). The posterior outgrowing edge seems more advanced relative to the nuclear position than the fibre-facing edge (compare the length of the apical (arrows) and basal (arrowheads) membranes of individual elongating LECs). The cartoon in (c) emphasizes the point that the epithelial-fibre interface (EFI) is formed by the apical membranes of the LECs and the FC apical membranes. It additionally shows that the basal membranes of LECs are covering the whole surface of the lens capsule. caps, capsule; Ep, differentiating epithelial cells; Fi, lens FCs.
(a) Conclusions FC lateral membranes are extensions of the lateral membranes of the post-mitotic differentiating and elongating LECs. Connexins are concentrated on the lateral membranes of LECs and FCs. There are few, if any on the basal or apical domains of both the LECs and FCs. There are notable regional differences-for instance at the equator-where some GJ structures are seen at the apico-lateral surfaces of cells. This explains the dye transfer observed in this region of the lens. By reason of location of connexins, GJs do not seem to be a major factor in the uptake of solutes via the apical membranes of the LECs. The general absence of GJs at the EFI further challenges the view that solute transfer from the aqueous to the FCs by transcellular epithelial transport and direct transfer to the underlying fibres by GJ-coupling is an important route of solute transfer into (or out of ) the lens. Nevertheless, it is abundantly clear from the numerous studies on GJ function in the lens that GJs are essential to lens development, lens growth and lens transparency. We propose that this function of GJs is largely limited to either ECs or FCs and for inter-cellular communication within these cell populations, and only very occasionally between these two cell populations in specific lens regions such as the equatorial region.
PARACELLULAR TRANSPORT
As there is little evidence to support a combined transcellular epithelial transport and GJ transfer across the EFI in the transfer of solutes between the aqueous humour and the lens fibre mass, paracellular transport from the aqueous into the intercellular space of the fibre mass needs to be examined. In general, TJs function to seal off the space between adjacent cells, thus establishing a barrier to uncontrolled diffusion of water-soluble molecules and macromolecules across EC sheets. Ultrastructural analyses of TJs between LECs suggested that they are not abundant or welldeveloped. Measurements of transepithelial resistance indicated that the bovine lens epithelium is a lowresistance epithelium for ions and small molecules [60] . In fact, the TJs of LECs exist within an apical junction complex where the distinction between discrete adherens junctions and TJs is poor. TJ markers were not concentrated into a clearly defined region, indicating immature apical junction complexes between bovine LECs [61] . In the human lens epithelium, morphologically recognizable TJs are also sparse ( J. van Marle 2010, unpublished observations). Nevertheless, the TJs between LECs have been shown to be sufficient to prevent paracellular uptake of colloidal lanthanum and horseradish peroxidase (HRP; MW 44 kDa) into the lenses of frogs [62] and rats [53, 62] . When these data are combined with the poor transepithelial resistance observed for the bovine lens epithelium [60] , we conclude that LEC TJs probably belong to the type of TJs that have a high permeability for inorganic ions and also allow the paracellular flow of glucose and amino acids [63] .
Paracellular transport of ions and small molecules crucially depends on the kinetics of water transport into and out of the lens. This has been carefully analysed for isolated human lenses using diffusion tensor nuclear magnetic resonance micro-imaging [64] and by magnetic resonance microscopy after replacement of H 2 O by deuterium oxide (D 2 O) [65] . The outcome of these detailed and technically high-standard studies allows the conclusion that the transport of water is spatially inhomogeneous and anisotropic. Diffusion parallel to the long axis of the lens FCs is largely unrestricted with a higher diffusivity in the equatorial region. The radial inward diffusion towards the lens nucleus is substantially inhibited, especially in the inner cortex of the lens, suggesting a diffusion barrier coincident with the lens nucleus. Furthermore, the diffusion from the lens cortex to its nucleus becomes reduced with age.
Preliminary experiments by our groups on lenses in intact bovine eyes (summarized in electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and material S1) show that after 8 h the water-soluble magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) marker Gd 3þ -DTPA appeared to have entered the lens evenly across its anterior surface up to a depth of approximately 2 mm. These in situ observations corroborate the observations on isolated human lenses [64, 65] and support the existence of a diffusion barrier in the lens outer cortex. In contrast, however, to the results by Moffat et al. [64, 65] , who found nearly identical diffusion rates in the anterior and posterior poles of isolated human lenses, we observed lower signals in the posterior lens pole. The high MRI signals in the iris and ciliary body in our studies suggest, however, that the low signals at the posterior pole are probably not due to a lack of availability of Gd 3þ -DTPA, but instead could be caused by restricted diffusion of the Gd 3þ -DTPA from the aqueous humour to the posterior pole.
It is noteworthy that the space of Berger between the posterior surface of the lens and the anterior hyaloid membrane of the vitreous is very narrow and could therefore represent a diffusion barrier between the anterior and posterior segments of the eye, including the lens posterior pole [66] . Another possibility might be that there are 'non-leaky' TJs at the posterior pole of the lens, which comprises the basal membranes of the elongating FCs. Recently, we investigated the junctions between the lens fibres in the posterior pole of bovine and human lenses. In addition to GJs (figure 9a), we observed a series of focal connections En face observations (c,d) show cohorts of FCs growing together along the EFI. The high magnification SEM micrograph of (d) also shows that the epithelial lining of the EFI has a texture different from that of the FC apical membranes. Moreover, this micrograph shows the presence of numerous ball-and-socket joints at the apices of the shorter FC plasma membranes, which differ morphologically from the interdigitating protrusions along the edges of the FCs. Note also the protrusions (arrowheads) at the very ends of the FCs. Ep, epithelium; Ca, capsule; EFI, epithelial -fibre interface.
or 'membrane kisses' (figure 9b). Although these latter structures are often considered as TJs, higher magnifications did not reveal the typical melting of the outer leaflets of the membranes and freeze-fracture analyses failed to show regularly arranged ridges of transmembrane particles [67] . These structures thus more likely represent as yet unspecified adherens junctions [63] .
(a) Conclusions The evidence summarized above suggests that paracellular transport is more important for the transfer of ions, small molecules and water between the aqueous humour and the fibre intercellular space than transepithelial transport at least for the anterior half of the lens [68] . This conclusion recognizes the low transepithelial resistance that was measured and corroborates the recently described Na þ -driven internal microcirculatory system [12, 69] . Nevertheless, the presence of TJs within the immature apical junction complex of LECs [61] and the sparse TJs observed by Lo [62] are capable of preventing the diffusion of large molecules into the extracellular space of the lens but not the diffusion of ions and small molecules, such as amino acids and glucose. Assessing the relative balance of para-and transcellular solute flow into the intercellular space of the lens, however, is difficult.
SPECIFIC FIBRE MEMBRANE PROTEIN CARRIERS AND TRANSPORTERS
If we accept that paracellular transport is indeed an important route for solute transfer between the aqueous and the FC mass of the lens, then the next question to be addressed is how these solutes enter the FC cytoplasm. The strong GJ-coupling between FCs suggests that uptake via the outermost superficial FCs and subsequent passive diffusion through GJs to deeper FCs in the lens is an option. Einstein's law on diffusion predicts this to be a very slow process, especially when the distance exceeds several diameters of FC. It is unlikely that GJ-mediated diffusion could account for sufficient supply of glucose and essential amino acids necessary for the rapid growth of new fibres in the lens cortex and the maintenance of lens integrity and transparency in the lens core [68] . A more attractive hypothesis is that at least the superficial, rapidly growing cortical fibres take up solutes from the circulating intercellular fluid by membrane-based active transport.
Numerous studies have shown that lens FC membranes are rich in ion channels (K þ , Na þ , Ca 2þ ), pumps (Na/K ATPase), water channels (aquaporins) (reviewed by [69] ) and specific transporters for small molecules such as glucose and amino acids [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . Freeze-fracture studies have shown that fibre membranes are densely populated with intra-membranous particles (IMPs) and there is good ultrastructural evidence to suggest that some of these IMPs represent AQ-0 (previously called MIP26) [53] . Confocal microscopy studies have further demonstrated that transporters for several amino acids and for glucose are preferentially located on FC membranes [59, 70, 71, 74, 75] . This leads us to conclude that transporters, water and ion channels and pumps located in the FC membranes may play an important role in the transport of solute from the intercellular space via the EFI and equator of the lens into FC cytoplasm.
TRANSCELLULAR TRANSPORT BY ENDOCYTOSIS
Vesicular events have been reported to occur at the surfaces of LECs and FCs [46, 47, [76] [77] [78] [79] . A study on the distribution of endocytotic events in the adult rat lens has demonstrated clathrin-coated pits and caveoli in the epithelium and the superficial FCs [76, 80] . Additionally, evidence for receptor-mediated endocytosis at the anterior EFI has been presented for the chicken [46, 47] . In line with these observations, we commonly observed endocytotic-exocytotic vesicles on the lateral plasma membranes between LECs (figure 7a), the membranes between adjacent equatorial fibres (figure 7b) and on the apical membranes of anterior LECs (figure 7c) in the human lens. As shown in the enlarged insets of figure 7a, the vesicles are occurring in the vicinity of GJs, suggesting that GJ-coupling and endocytotic-exocytotic events are not mutually exclusive processes, but can occur within close spatial proximity on the same membrane. In the post-equatorial region of the posterior lens pole in the bovine and human lens [67] , the basal ends of FC plasma membranes adjacent to the lens capsule often show endocytoticexocytotic vesicles, and at higher magnification these are seen to be coated vesicles ( figure 10 ). The presence of clathrin in both LECs and FCs was confirmed biochemically [47, 81] . A recent study examining the zebrafish lens by freeze-fracture transmission electron microscopy (TEM) also detected numerous vesicles at the EFI and in cortical fibres [52] . The extent of the contribution of this mode of transport to the overall movement of material into and within the lens remains to be elucidated. Based on the assessment of numerous random micrographs, the low incidence at the EFI, however, suggests vesicular transport is unlikely to be the main transcellular pathway for ion and small molecule transport between the aqueous humour and lens FCs.
Vesicle traffic is, however, important in growth factor uptake and receptor recycling in many tissues. Lens cell proliferation and differentiation is governed by numerous external aqueous and vitreous-derived growth factors and regulators (e.g. EGF: [82] , FGF: [83 -88] , EGFR: [89] , TGFb: [90] , BMP: [86,90 -92] , PDGF: [82] ). The lens capsule itself is a reservoir of growth factors that can be released by the action of matrix metalloproteinases [93] . As detailed above, the TJ-containing apical junctional complex between LECs prevents the uptake of colloidal lanthanum and macromolecules (HRP: MW 44 kDa) into isolated lenses of frog [62] and rat [53, 62] . There is strong evidence that growth factors are needed not only for the differentiation of LECs into FCs but also for the maintenance of FCs [94] [95] [96] , and it has been shown that growth factor receptors are present on the differentiated fibres [85] . In order to reach differentiating lens FCs, growth factors have to be taken up from the aqueous and vitreous humours by a transepithelial, endocytotic transport mechanism.
Receptor-mediated transport may also play a role in the uptake of cholesterol and lipoproteins into lens cells. Plasma membrane synthesis to support the elongation of LECs into FCs demands significant transport of lipids into these cells. It has been shown by Cenedella [97] that in adult rat lenses, intrinsic de novo synthesis of cholesterol is insufficient to furnish the newly formed membranes and that an extrinsic source is necessary. El-Sayed & Cenedella [98] further showed that an inhibition of cholesterol synthesis by mevinolin stopped the proliferation of LECs, which is completely reversed when cholesterol is added to the culture medium in the form of low-density lipoproteins. Furthermore, Lo et al. [76] showed that cholesterol depletion of LECs by methyl-b-cyclodextrin drastically reduced the number of caveolae.
(a) Conclusions It is generally accepted that caveolae are involved in receptor-mediated endocytosis of macromolecules and clathrin-coated vesicles especially in the uptake of low-density lipoproteins and cholesterol. This short review highlights the potential importance of vesicle-mediated transport to the lens especially for the uptake of growth factors, cholesterol and lipoproteins into lens FCs.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The overall picture emerging from the re-assessment of the available physiological and morphological literature, combined with our preliminary MRI and dye-coupling studies, is that the solute transfer from the aqueous and vitreous humours towards the lens fibres is governed by four mechanisms. In order of relevance to solute transfer, these mechanisms are:
-Paracellular transport via the intercellular spaces between the LECs and the underlying lens fibres driven by Na þ leak conductance as outlined by Mathias et al. [12] . This mechanism accounts for the influx of ions, water, and small molecules such as glucose, amino acids and ascorbic acid. -Plasma membrane-based transport of small molecules from the lens' extracellular space into the fibre cytoplasm by ion and water channels and specific transporters for glucose, amino acids and other small molecules. -Gap-junctional transport accounting for the flux of ions, water, and small molecules such as glucose, amino acids and ascorbic acid from superficial fibres towards the deep fibres, and also accounting for the efflux of waste products at the EFI in the equatorial regions as outlined by Mathias et al. [12] and Paterson & Delamere [99] . In view of the absence of GJs at the EFI, GJ transport is unlikely to play an important role in the solute transfer at the anterior pole of the lens. -Vesicle-mediated active transport by caveoli accounting for the uptake of macromolecules such as growth factors and other regulatory factors necessary for the normal development and maintenance of lens fibres. Coated vesicles are involved in the uptake of lipoproteins and cholesterol by superficial fibres needed for the biogenesis of new membranes as lens FCs increase their length by up to 1000-fold.
The proposed role of paracellular transport presents us with a paradox. On the one hand, disruption of the lens epithelium disturbs the integrity of the underlying FCs indicating that an intact epithelium is a prerequisite for controlling the water and ion homeostasis of the fibre mass by regulating the water and ion content of FCs [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . On the other hand, there are good arguments for a free Na þ -driven paracellular transport of water and nutrients across the lens epithelium into the intercellular space between the FCs under physiological conditions. A crucial observation of the in vivo studies of UV-exposed lenses by Michael et al. [7] was the appearance of opacities in the lens equator, and not the central region of the lens, through the accumulation of water-filled vacuoles. The recently proposed microcirculatory model of Mathias et al. [12] might offer an explanation for this apparent paradox. The efflux of water, ions and waste products, particularly lactate, is an active, Na þ /K þ -ATPase-driven process regulated by the equatorial LECs [12, 99] . This model is based on and extends the much earlier observations on diffusion of ions and amino acids in the extracellular space [100] [101] [102] . Challenging this active process might lead to peripheral swelling of fibres and their opacification. This might mean that disruption of the epithelial layer leads to a dysregulation of ions, water and solute entry into the lens from the aqueous humour. The equatorial opacity could then be due to an accumulation of water at the equatorial region, where these should normally exit the lens, resulting in an imbalance of the influx and efflux processes.
Michael et al. [8] also demonstrated that repair of the epithelium leads to the formation of normal new lens FCs and the disappearance of the swollen fibres, indicating that the balance between influx and efflux can be dynamically restored. This also indicates that despite the unhindered Na þ -driven influx of ions, water and solutes, the relatively free access is somehow regulated by the ECs. Perhaps this is a function of the sparse and 'leaky' TJs.
Another point of concern is whether efficient paracellular, GJ and membrane-based transport mechanisms, even when working in harmony and facilitated by a microcirculatory flow, are sufficient to supply the needs of all FCs in adult lenses. Both paracellular and GJ transport rely on diffusion, which is a limiting factor, as predicted by Einstein's law on diffusion, certainly for the deep cortical and nuclear entry of solutes. As summarized by Truscott [103] , there is good evidence that in adult human lenses a deep cortical barrier exists, beyond which the fibres can be considered as metabolically quiescent or inert. This means that for the integrity and transparency of the deep cortex and nucleus, the limited diffusion might not be a serious problem. MRI studies on isolated human lenses [64, 65] and preliminary in situ observations in bovine lenses (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ) support a restricted entry of water and ions into the deep cortex and nucleus of the lens. Two recent studies [104, 105] have shown that early age-related opacities and cortical cataracts have their origin in and stay restricted to the lens cortex, while the lens nucleus remains unaffected, supporting the independence of the lens nucleus behind the barrier compared with the more peripheral regions beyond the barrier. This also suggests that the cortical -nuclear interface forms a barrier preventing or delaying noxious substances from entering the nuclear region and thus postponing occurrence of nuclear lens opacities early in life.
With respect to the morphological and biochemical nature of this barrier, it must be noted that FC membranes are not uniform throughout the lens, but vary and change quite dramatically with respect to their protein and lipid components. As described by Vrensen et al. [106] , human FC membranes gradually lose their IMPs, and their GJs become disordered upon maturation. In the transitional zone [107, 108] , numerous so-called orthogonal lattices of repeating subunits or square arrays (SAs) and disordered GJs are observed. Because SAs show no complementarity of pits and particles on apposing membrane surfaces, this might reflect uncoupling of these deeper FCs. The changes in fibre membrane architecture upon maturation coincide with dramatic changes in the phospholipid composition of the lens fibre membranes [109, 110] and in the cholesterol-to-lipid ratio, changing from 0.8 -1.0 in the superficial fibres to 4-5 in the deep cortex and nucleus [111 -113] . Increased cholesterol content passively reduces both water and ion transports across the membranes and inactivates the transmembrane proteins that govern membrane permeability [114] . These changes in phospholipid composition and cholesterol content as well as the paucity of IMPs (and also of ion-channels, transporters and aquaporins) corroborate the electrophysiological characterization of deep cortical lens fibres as 'nonleaky' [115] or 'degenerate' [102] . Moreover, AQP0 (MP20) is inserted into the lens membranes at the time of organelle loss in lens FC [116] . These deeper fibres can thus be considered as excellently insulated cells with minimal fluxes of ions, water and small molecules, and may form the morphological, biochemical and electrophysiological counterpart of the lens barrier recently advocated by Truscott [103] . Based on the appearance of an age-related discoloration and hardening of the lens nucleus in humans [117] , Truscott emphasizes that the barrier forms at middle age. However, insertion of MP20 into lens cortical membranes occurs in the transitional zone of organelle degradation [108, 118] , and coincides with a restrictive diffusion of molecules in young (21 days) rats [116] . Moreover, the cholesterol content of cortical fibre membranes rapidly increases to their value in nuclear fibres within 10 -20% below the lens surface in both young (9 years) and old (65 years) human lenses [113] . Because high cholesterol content can be considered as a marker of reduced solute entrance, this means that already in young lenses the deeper cortical membranes will have a restricted solute influx. Finally, the changes in membrane architecture of human lens fibres upon maturation (see above) are equally present in young (.22 years) and old lenses [106] . This evidence strongly suggests that the cortical -nuclear diffusion barrier is a consistent characteristic of both young and old lenses. This barrier will certainly limit the solute transfer to these deeper regions. As FCs beyond the transitional zone have no mitochondria [107, 118, 119] , their aerobic metabolic activity will be lower than that of LECs and glycolytic demand for substrates is equally low. Lens FCs actually do express glucose transporters to allow diffusion throughout the lens as evidenced by the impact of non-enzymatic glycation events during cataractogenesis. The barrier may Review. Solute homeostasis in the lens R. Dahm et al. 1273 also be responsible for the limited availability of glutathione (GSH) and other anti-oxidative molecules in the lens nucleus. As outlined by Truscott [103] , this reduced GSH may be the main cause of age-related nuclear coloration that coincides with middle age and pre-empts nuclear cataract. This work was supported by a BBSRC CASE Award fellowship (RD) and the Leverhulme Trust (RAQ).
